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Advice from the Future on Resisting the
Sarcovian Invasion of 2030

By John Matthew Kuhn

Don’t.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Echoes of Childhood
By Colin Ian Jeffery

Echoes of childhood resound within the mind
Reliving joyous days when all was innocent
Milk delivered by horse and cart, climbing trees,
Running through wheat fields and bluebell woods,
Playing cowboys and Indians, football and cricket,
Loving a pet delighting the heart never forgot,
Making friends at school lasting a lifetime
Sitting at table with loving family sharing a meal
Laughter of parents with kisses and hugs
Christmases with presents and festive treats 
Days out at the seaside so full of fun
Kind neighbours supporting each other
Golden summers that seemed never to end
Saturday morning cinema with sixpence to spend.
………………………………………………………………

Mass Graves in Blue Minor
By Paul Murphy

Alcibiades hung out a tetrameter.
Triremes at dawn plough the surf.
Bronze, ape, bronze, ivory, gold, purple.
Stamped into the sheet of time,
Like the puerile ocean’s drum.
Vast windows of the soul.
Placid like the normal sky replete
With normal birds, a normal sun.

Mirror Image
By Howard F. Stein

Just before sunrise,
I await at my window
Scrub oak trees
Across the street
To the west
To be brushed golden
By sun’s first rays –
To greet the day,
To feel the earth
Turn on its axis
Beneath my feet.

Just before sunset,
I walk westward
Up my driveway
To the street,
Turn toward scrub oak
To the east –
Await the final
Alchemy of low sun
And atmosphere
To brush craggy bark
With nightfall’s gold –
To bid farewell
To day, if I must –

To sleep and hope
To awaken once again
Before the sun,
To observe with wonder
Its brief deposits of gold
On scrub oak,
Now once again
To the west.

Sometimes I wonder
If I am called upon
To bear witness
To this ancient
Rhythm of
Arrival, departure,
And return
Of fleeting wisps
Of gold on lowly,
Coarse-furrowed,
Scrub oak.

……………………………………………………………..

Authors!  Writers!  Readers!
Anyone want bookmarks or notecards?

I can make you some really outstanding,
Snazzy bookmarks and notecards.

So, promote your books!
Contact me:  Celine in the USA

celinem@aol.com

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Cloak of Madness
By Matthew Wilson

“Here we are. Level one. Watch your step,” Dr Zoe Kendall
showed  the  three  guests  through  the  door  and  into  the
asylum's  inner  sanctum.  The  other  two  had  been  most
unprofessional and already tried to run away.

“And the guests are locked away at the same time?”
asked  a nervous  red-headed woman whose  name Kendall
had  forgotten.  Bloody  inspectors  came  in  twice  a  year,
interrupting her work as she helped people find their way
back to sanity.

“An  interesting  question,  yes,”  Kendall  lied.
“Bedtime is the same every night. The worst prisoners are
constantly  locked  away of  course.  Damn it!”  She  tripped
over a guard’s severed leg. She blinked and seemed to notice
for the first time that the wall was on fire. “Where was I?”
she asked. Something pretty shone on the ground - a badge -
and like a magpie, she leapt upon it.

The red-headed woman risked her life by replying.
“You were giving us a tour, doctor.”

Kendall blinked one eye and then another, fighting
the  fire  that  arose  in  her  chest  when  challenged.  True
authority wasn’t  questioned, bust  wishing to make a good
impression she sweetened her smile. “Of course. Ignore the
guard nailed to the wall; he isn’t usually there. Oscar, stop
that. These fine gentlemen and ladies have come to see how
I help people.”

“But  aren’t  you  a  patient  here?”  One  of  the
inspectors trembled behind his clipboard.

Kendall  turned on him like a lion pouncing on a
small bird that had fallen into her enclosure. “Who said that?
You know how hard it is to help these freaks? To get inside
their minds and fight off the infection of madness?” Like she
was on an ice rink, her feet threatened to slip out from under
her. Dead guards were nothing but trouble.

No one spoke  for  a  while.  An alarm wailed  and
police lights lit  the frosted window coated in the urine of
escaped patients. More interference.

“Where is Doctor Kendall?” the red-headed woman
asked slowly, like Kendall was hard of hearing.

Zoe  pointed  to  her  name  tag;  it  had  taken  some
doing to rip it off it’s original owner’s chest. “Are you mad?
I’m Doctor Kendall.”

Or maybe she was a guard now? The badge was
very pretty.

The red-headed woman apologised. “Of course you
are.”

Kendall nodded, satisfied. “Please be careful of the
bloodied floor. We haven’t been able to piece the cleaning
woman back together yet.” She rolled her eyes as she looked
into an open cell. “Oh, there it  is. Hey, stop juggling that
skull. We need that for the cairn.”

Kendall felt the inspectors gazes burn into the back
of her head as she blushed. She was putting on a bad show.

“They’re usually much better behaved than this.”

“Are  you  going  to  kill  us?”  The  red-headed
woman coughed on smoke.  The maniacs  had  set  fire  to
their  blankets.  Kendall  rubbed  the  headache  behind  her
eyes.

“Can you save questions till the end?” she asked
softly. These outsiders didn’t know the damage they were
doing to her  good work.  All  their  lives,  these patients -
from the Napolean of C wing to Socket-ficker Stokes - had
been told they were monsters, just plain evil. But tonight
she’d taken off their shackles. Tonight they were free and
as human as anyone, even Billy in Cell 12 who ate his own
faeces.

“Shall we continue with the tour?” Kendall asked.
Someone banged the wall, demanding to be let in over the
bull-horn.  “I’m  working  in  here,”  Kendall  called  back.
Where was the respect?

“But  we’ve  been  round  this  wing  three  times.
Can’t we go home?” asked the red-headed lady, Kendall
wasn’t  good  with  names  besides  those  of  ghosts  that
visited her at night, screaming.

Kendall laughed. They must be mad, she thought.
“You  call  yourselves  professionals?  We  have  to  inspect
every corner of madness if we are to understand it.”

“We don’t want to understand it,” the red-headed
woman said as Kendall found a knife and laid it at her feet.
Weapons  were  good  in  a  place  like  this,  and  many
protruded  from  the  dead  guards  below.  “We’re  bloody
terrified.”

“All new things are scary, dear. I told you, only
the last can go home. Now, there’s only three of you left,
so let’s do something about that. Here we are. Level one.
Watch your step.”

Ends

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Seascapes
By Donna McCabe

Vast oceans
Relentlessly moving
Ebbing and flowing
Pulled by the moon
An underworld of complexity
Teaming with life
From the strange and exotic
To the enormous and terrifying
A home of such an abundance of life
On land, in sea and of air
As important to us humans
As the land we live on and the air we breathe
Bring forth sustenance
As well as joy.

Originally published in 
Explosion of Love – poems by Donna McCabe

https://www.amazon.com/Explosion-love-ALA-ILESCU/dp/B091F18LC6/


The Truce with Zeus
By Mark Hudson

A plague struck the Greek camp,
the world was cold and damp,
It was brought on by Apollo,
and he asked the troops to follow.

He asked Zeus to fulfil,
the battle in order to kill
the Achaeans in a battle,
slaughter them all like cattle.

Zeus spoke to Agamemnon in dreams,
but it was only a bunch of schemes.
He tells the troops they're going home,
but they might as well stay in Rome.

Paris offers to start a duel,
a fight to the death so cruel.
Aphrodite snatches the hurt
warrior to lift up her skirt.

But the victory belongs to Troy,
was it something the gods enjoyed?
The gods can be rather stoic,
and warriors are hardly heroic.

Perhaps all these ancient myths,
were written by a drunken wordsmith.
How do we know the writer Homer,
wasn't just an ancient stoner?

Is there anyone in this modern day,
who worships the gods of yesterday?
Do we think that all the ancient idols,
have lost the powers of their titles?

Is Zeus just a god who is lost,
to histories that have now been tossed?
Whether he used to be worshipped before,
there's never been an end to war.
………………………………………………………………

Disorder
By Gary Beck

In the city of decay
the collapsing streets
sag under the anger
of urban traffic
urgent for destinations
timely arrival prevented
by unregulated construction
overwhelming traffic,
foot, car, bus, truck,
all clamoring for passage
hardly willing
to let others pass,
crammed together
in discordant assemblage.

……………………………………………………………….

Send us your letters of comment!

Looking at the Photo
By Bruce-Grove

Two other figures passed that very spot. Silhouette against
an ocean of tears, tiny against a seething sky, they made
their way, unaware of the lasting significance, yet I cannot.

Those waves crashed and rolled, that day threatened rain –
they pushed on valiantly. And so I waited there, longing for
him,  and the dawn.  Dehydrated and introvert,  Pampered
and celibate, Tears stinging my cheek – I hover.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Snowdrops
By Ed Blundell

The snowdrops show no sense of shame,
Each year they come and promise spring.
They brave the cold, ignore the frost,
Nodding and bobbing in the wind.
How can they bloom now that you’ve gone?
You planted them, you put them there 
To grace the garden, when you left
How dare they reappear each year,
As though the world was still the same?
But snowdrops have no sense of shame.

..……………………………………………………………

Heroes of the Page
By Matthew Wilson

At night I like to read my books
Now missiles send the world to hell
An escape from the hunger pains
To hear stories that dead men tell.

I will not think about the apocalypse
Nestled here in my cave
Listening to the sonnet of Robin Hood
And his merry men so brave.

Nothing alive can grow outside
Since missiles burned the skies
But I can find some beauty here
In the jewels of maid Marian’s eyes.

There is no escape from coming winter
A scorched earth ruined by war
But with books I can walk again
Dancing with Pocahontas on her shore.

……………………………………………………………..

Light of Beauty
(After Lord Byron)

By SchiZ

He moves in the light of beauty
And I in darkness
The flowers bloom with his sweet voice
Yet will die when I walk across the threshold
For my ugliness has destroyed Eden
And I am damned to eat their poison apple
For the sake, of his splendour



“Not ‘Either/Or,’ but ‘Both/And’”
By Howard F. Stein

Insatiable maw, coronavirus pandemic,
Arrived December 2019,
Still raging, May 2021;
New vaccines, over a half-million dead.

    A thin layer of frost at sunrise
    Glistens on rooftops. Fleeting diamonds –
    Does rapid evaporation increase their worth?

Hospitals bulge, often burst,
With masses of sick people.
New diagnoses and treatments
Cannot keep up with new infections.
Improvisation never ends.
Daily updates of statistics –
One person dies at a time.

    A family of foxes takes up residence
    In the wide culvert beneath my driveway;
    Drainage pipe, a place called home.
    Neighbors now.

Toxic miasma, stringent precautions,
Flaunted medical warnings
To wear facial masks,
Keep six feet apart, wash hands.
The monster stalks its prey,
We dare it to strike.

    White, broad-winged gulls
    Float far overhead,
    Glow in the evening sun,
    Gather soon at a nearby lake
    To rest together
    In one another’s company.

Doctors and nurses
Work long shifts,
Keep working despite exhaustion;
Many die from the infection
That consumes those they treat.

    The neighborhood turkey wobbles
    Every few weeks into
    Our back yard – and everyone’s
    In this part of town.
    What matter fences to this turkey
    Whom we have adopted
    And who has adopted us?

People in health professions
Work obliviously unrecognized
For their devotion –
Never enough medical supplies,
Never enough room, never enough time –
Still, they press on:
They form the resistance.

    Scattered streetlights and house lights,
    Lanterns of reassurance,
    Night watchmen in winter’s gloom,
    On a canvas Edward Hopper

    Could have painted.
    They help us navigate
    Through the peril.

Fresh corpses, refrigerated in lines of trucks;
Medical training offered no preparation
For swamps like this. Lifeless words like
“Mass casualties” fail to tell
The story of what it is like
To live amid this siege.

 Scrub oak and post oak
  Sprout delicate pastel green leaves –
 Who can imagine spring
 After the most destructive ice storm
  And the longest strangulating
 Siberian winter siege
 In written history?
 Incredulous spring,
 Intrepid spring;

 Not either/or,
 But both/and;
 Stillness…

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Coronavirus Rex
By Paul Murphy

Observe them, they refused to fit neatly in.
The roses outgrew, even the grasses rebelled.

The sun, the stars, the wind, the lies.

Last King of the Attalids.
Bent under the rich seal of a serf.
An arrogant Hannibal undone by fame.
Flecks of blood at the eyes.
The scopes leave their trace,
The palace rent with agony.

You must wander, substantial yet diminished.
……………………………………………………………

Radiant Rainbows
By Donna McCabe

Radiant colours appear
Arched way above overhead
Inspiring and uplifting to the eyes
Never hanging around too long
Bound by natures ties
Our hearts are lifted by these
Wonderful and magical forms that
Suddenly appear after the dissipating of a storm.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hope for the future
Dying a little each day
Inevitable

By DS Davidson



The Sound of Strange Laughter
By Matthew Wilson

On the hate of thunder, the Vikings leapt from their ships
and  into  the  froth  of  the  northern  sea.  King  Wessex  was
looking  for  easy  treasure  and  after  much  pillaging  and
burning,  he  came  upon an  abbey filled  with  fine  art  and
coins.

But  what  caught  his  eyes  immediately  were  the
boxes.

Three  jewel  encrusted  tombstone  sized  boxes
sitting square on the abbey’s organ.

Eyes  burning  with  greed,  Wessex  demanded  the
boxes opened, imagining great wealth inside but his orders
were interrupted by the cowering priests who found some
courage too late and warned him that the things were holy
and could not be opened.

“You will not keep these treasures for yourselves,”
Wessex cursed and commanded the things be brought down.

“Beware,” said a priest, covered in the blood of his
murdered  brothers.  “Holy  things  are  guarded  by  curses.
Those who disturb them are not meant to live long -”

“Enough,”  Wessex  shrieked,  running  the  balding
man through with his sword. “Bring me the boxes.”

His men complied and broke their  blades  against
the decorated containers. He smiled and drooled but when
he finally  succeeded in  breaking  open the lock,  he  raged
when he found only molding bones.

The precious things were coffins.
“Deceitful priests,” Wessex cursed their house and

demanded the bones inside the boxes scattered.
He  would  take  the  boxes  and  anything  else  he

wished.
Kings did not believe in curses.
He did not  care when the  thunder  turned  against

him nor when the wind filled his sail with speed.
The weather in this country was crazy and it was

time to leave.
Though  King  Wessex’s  people  across  the  sea

waited two summers for the grand return of their conqueror,
they heard no news of him after the great storm. Sometimes,
a few bits of wood and rope washed up on their shore but no
bodies.

No  one  touched  the  three  jewelled  boxes  when
children found them in the mud.

Though any money was pounced upon in otherwise
poor  conditions,  there  seemed  something  off  about  the
boxes.

Something evil.
Not when the sound of laughter came off the sea

like a strange wind.
And not when the first of many storms battered the

shore.

Ends

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sparrow on the wing
Singular, no more flocking
Lonely little bird
Cat watches with jealous eyes
Human indifference kills

By Aeronwy Dafies    

Wishes
By Celine Rose Mariotti

If wishes were horses
and horses could fly,
How big would their wings be?
How tall would the trees be?

If wishes were robins,
mothering in their nest,
Would everything be orange?
And would we need rest?

If wishes were kangaroos,
How fast would we all hop?
Would we all be in a zoo?
Or would we be doing the bop?

If wishes were lions,
Would we all want to roar?
Or would we be happy
when we had a chance to soar?

If wishes were candy,
and all of life was sweet,
Would we always like sugar?
Would we always want a treat?

If wishes were dreams,
that are finally coming true
we all could be rejoicing,
and never have the blues,

But wishes aren’t horses,
nor robins or kangaroos,
and we all must be content
that I am me,
and you are you.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

All The Needs
By Margaret Boles

It was a day that was alive
to the possibility of birthing poems
The possibility of it thrilled me
The brightness of the sky
The sunshine, the crisp spring day
People with their families, their dogs
Alive to the prospect of spring
The world is being reborn again
With a new fresh smell
That I can taste on the wind
And even as I enjoy it, I'm ever hopeful
That I'll really be able to pin the words
Of hope, of Spring, before the darkness
Of every day overwhelms me, the people
Whose needs I've not met...
The essential neediness of all those
Who surround my life and I gasp and hope
I'll pin hope to the page before I am
Submerged by the effort
Of trying to cover all the needs…



Stars at Night
By Colin Ian Jeffery

Glittering within eternal dark void of space
Galaxies and universes, billions of light years away
From planet earth with teeming varied species of life
Forests, oceans, mountains, lands peopled.
More stars than grains of sand in the Arabian Desert
Ever moving outwards into the engulfing darkness.
Billions of light years beyond the stars we see
More suns with moons and planets circling.
Could life be possible or are we alone in the void
Never to reach out and share knowledge?
Where does space begin and end with sparkling stars 
How was it created --- this wondrous eternity to behold
Making us wonder and puzzle over its mysteries
And how could life on earth come to be without a miracle.
……………………………………………………………….

Tales from Magpie Lodge
By Bruce-Grove

Heard the Vulture's 
call in St John's Wood. Call
there and on the moor. 

And the Palaeolithic Wolf's
growl. Growl half starving 
at her door.

Both with eyes
aflame. Aflame and red.
Red in tooth and claw. Hunger.
Hunger there for more!

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

City Sight
By Gary Beck

The cranes are flying,
not elegant birds,
but heavy machinery
raising buildings to the sky.
They neither tire from elevation,
nor weary from exertion,
having a function of their own
for observant people
who appreciate the city.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Lightning Tree
By Aeronwy Dafies

Growing strong and tall and straight
The tree ruled over field and hedgerow
Until the storm clouds gathered
Until the thunder drums hammered
And lightning lanced down to shatter, burn
Leaving a blackened and tortured shell
A landmark still, but no king
A broken and ash-scarred wraith

A Proto-Indo-European Hastur*
By DJ Tyrer

He is Gheistor – the fear bringer
He is Gheister – the fearful star
He is Ghaustor – the devourer
Who brings doom from afar
He is also Pastor – the protector
Who is our guardian star
He is all these things
Contradiction him cannot mar
Who guards against the doom he brings

* Thoughts on possible PIE origins for Hastur if the name
were a derivative via Greek. (Hastur was the creation of
Ambrose Bierce and subsequently developed through the
writings  of  RW  Chambers,  HP  Lovecraft  and  August
Derleth as a Great Old One or horrific primordial deity.)

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Shore Lines
By Ed Blundell

Children shriek in the roaring sea,
Squeaking with unrestrained delight,
Happy romping in the billows,
The cold, indifferent, endless waves.
Death is just a paddle away,
The turning tide can catch you out,
Suck you in the swirling current,
Pull you under, drag you off.
A pink beach ball bobs out to sea.
You can buy another beach ball.
Children splashing in the water,
Screaming above the roar of the sea.

……………………………………………………………..

By The River
By DS Davidson

Down by the river
Moonlight reflected silver
A figure
A lover, tender and strange
Only ever there
Lovemaking lit by moonbeams
No name
Fey nature
Rumours of ghosts
Delusion or dream
Or, just someone
Who prefers anonymity
And, the caress of the moon
On bare skin?

……………………………………………………………..

Tigershark
Issue 29 coming soon!

…………………………………………………………….

Atlantean Publishing will be closed to submissions in
July and August

Awen will return in August

https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.com/home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/

